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Vecht project benefits from GeoDredge
The Netherlands’ River Vecht dredging project has some of the most demanding
conditions, calling for advanced software from CT Systems.

“We installed five all-in-one
GeoDredge systems,” CT
spokesman Julian van der

Vaart told IHSMaritime. “Four excavators
were initially equipped, while the fifth
systemwas first installed on a cutter suction
dredger, then on a land reclamation
pontoon, and finally on a fifth excavator.”
Powered by the company’s Viking

software, GeoDredge offers RTK GPS/
GLONASS receivers, highly accurate
motion and inclination sensors, and

industrial high speed cellular modems,
Van der Vaart explained.
“To remove the River Vecht silt layer and

reveal the ancient riverbed, a detailed
survey was carried out,” he continued.
“Based on this data, a digital terrain model
was made to which the dredgers had to
comply, removing the silt layer with a
tolerance of only 7.5cm. To ensure this
accuracy, the dredgers were verified weekly
by placing the dredging tool on a known
riverbank fixed point.

“All systems had to not only continually
log all dredging data, but be available for
real-time remote monitoring, which is
where the GeoDredge high-speed cellular
modem came in. The client could securely
log on to the systems at any time.
“GeoDredge met all demands and all

weekly checkups,” Van der Vaart concluded.
“And I’m sure the demanding requirements
set for this project will becomemore
commonplace in the future.”
» www.ctsystems.eu
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Working on the River Vecht

! ICTSI enhances MICT container tracking
The International Container Terminal Services Inc
(ICTSI) flagship Manila International Container
Terminal (MICT) has updated Track and Trace, its
online container tracking system developed
in-house for customers.

“The new version 4 of Track and Trace further
enhances the system’s overall functionality and
value for both ICTSI and our clients at Manila
International Container Terminal,” ICTSI commercial
director Christian Lozano said.

Version 4 features a new email notification
function that delivers container movement updates
to a client’s inbox, Lozano explained. “Users can
also search for import and export laden containers,
as well as empty containers within MICT premises.”

ICTSI is working on MICT Mobile, which will
enable clients to access Track and Trace using
mobile devices. “Also in the pipeline is a
dashboard interface that will transform data
into a visually appealing and easy to
understand monitoring tool,” Lozano added.

Trucks’ time of entry and exit to and
from MICT are also captured by the
system, he said, adding: “ICTSI aims to
improve this feature to provide real-time
tracking.”

ICTSI uses Track and Trace data as a business
metric to gauge increases/declines in container
movement, as well as system efficiency. “We’ve
noticed a significant increase in the number of

users, daily search
hits and unique container searches, which
points to how the system has improved in terms of
value and usability,” Lozano concluded.
» www.ictsi.com
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